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Current and former youth governors sound
off about minority representation in Y&G
Victoria Alexander
Springfield Williamsville

The 2008 Presidential
campaign has been a memorable one with both Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama,
who are both up for the Democratic Nomination.
The 2008 Y&G campaign for governor has been
similarly memorable.
For
one, Cortney Charleston won
the gubernatorial race by a
landslide.
At first, this article was
to be about minorities trying
to get into office, but after
an informative interview with
Dawn D’Orazio, something
surprising became clear.

It seems that Y&G is
more diverse than the actual
state government.
“Y&G is actually more
reflective of the state of Illinois than the state government itself,” stated former
governor Dawn (Campbell)
D’Orazio.
D’Orazio was also the
last woman youth governor,
elected in 1990.
“When I was in office,
there were only two male officers, the Lieutenant Governor and the Executive Director of the Lobbyists,” recalled
continued on page 5
MINORITIES IN Y&G

“graduated drinking age” bill
first law signed by charleston
Molly Collins
Elmhurst Lake Park

Young people over the
age of 18 in Illinois can finally
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day the
way they want this year, as
long as it’s in a restaurant.
Youth Governor Cortney
Charleston signed HB-G-17
into effect as the first bill
passed for the Illinois YMCA
Youth and Government 59th
Assembly.
The bill would qualify eighteen year-olds for a
graduated drinking license.
The first year they would be
allowed only to purchase alcohol from restaurants. The
second twelve month period
of holding the license would
allow a person to purchase

liquor at a bar.
After three years the
car holder can buy liquor
anywhere, including liquor
stores.
Charleston believed this
bill would benefit the youth of
Illinois.
“When things are illegal
teens tend to be drawn to it,”
said Charleston. “It is a progressive measure.”
The bill’s group thinks
the graduated license will
make youth more responsible.
“As a legal adult, teens
know how to act responsibly,”
said House sponsor Amber
Gibson from Heritage Naperville North.

Mudslinging and “deals” are a part of Y&G politics
Jared Hayward
Springfield Williamsville

Governor
candidate
Jonathon Vasdakas confirmed
that he had created a deal
Friday that would swing additional votes in favor of Executive Director of the Lobbyist
Aaron Trockman in exchange
for using Trockman’s campaign table during the campaigning session on Friday.
This event raised the
question as to whether this
type of political action is acceptable or unethical.
The general consensus
amongst delegates is quite
mixed, with people backing
both sides of the issue.
Caleb Stewart, a legislator of Knox County Williamsfield, is in favor of this type of
maneuvering.
“I don’t think it’s wrong;
it’s politics, and you have to

do what it takes,” said Stewart.
Others thought the circumstances surrounding the
event dictated that Vasdakas
and Trockman made a poor
choice.
Jordan Newell, also a
legislator from Knox County
Williamsfield, said, “I believe
it is okay to make these deals
in the political world, and
it can be necessary… but in
a place of learning, it’s not
completely acceptable.”
Kelsey Smith, a legislator from Springfield Williamsville, agreed with Newell.
“Such action is not technically
wrong… but morally it is.”
Smith later quipped,
“It’s okay though because we
[Vasdakas and I] are getting
married some day.”
At the other end of the
spectrum, there are those

who believe the action to be
wrong and inappropriate at
Y&G.
One such delegate is
Kaylee Barron, a lobbyist from
Network Andrew, who said, “I
personally don’t agree. I believe in democracy and we
are here to learn the ‘correct’
Democrat process.”
Andrew Foster, a legislator from Jefferson County
Sesser Valier, concurred.
“I think it’s wrong. Voting should be left to the public; however, mudslinging is
fair game. In today’s society
with the media and all, I think
it’s a common campaigning
technique. You just can’t get
too personal, and keep the
family out of it,” said Foster.
Foster’s comment raises
another point - what do the
delegates think about mudslinging and other under-

handed political techniques in
Y&G?
Most delegates, such as
Spencer Sundahl, a legislator
from Elmhurst Park, believe
negative campaigning is a
part of the political process.
“I think mudslinging can
be effective as a campaign
tool, and people need to be
ready to get dirty,” said Sundahl.

Correction

The Saturday edition of The
Observer incorrectly attributed the article “Bill Group
Moves to Have Y&G Constitutional Convention” to
Springfield
Williamsville’s
Samantha Pelc. The article
was written by Elmhurst
Lake Park’s Crystal Kang.
The staff apologizes for the
error.
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Group protesting war draws Y&G attention
Crystal Kang
Elmhurst Lake Park

The St. Patrick’s Day
Parade wasn’t the only event
stirring the streets of Springfield yesterday. An Interfaith
Group of Peace Advocates
stood outside the State Capitol with signs that read, “Honk
for Peace,” and “Peace—Back
By Popular Demand,” referring to the Iraq War.
Among the faces was
Peace Activist Diane Lopez
Hughes who just came out
of County Jail in Columbus,
Georgia. She mentioned that
at the Fort Benning Army Facility, there’s a School of the
Americas now known as the
Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Corporation.
According to Lopez Hughes,
they train soldiers from Latin
America. One of the training
requirements is to teach them
how to torture and use aggression. These soldiers have
been found guilty of atrocities

against their own people, according to Hughes.
“[Each year], 20,000
[people] go to Columbus,
Georgia, and they have a vigil
to remember those who’ve
disappeared
or
[passed
away],” said Lopez Hughes.
“Eleven of us crossed the
line onto federal facility. That
weekend, those people were
found guilty of criminal trespass. I served 45 days in the
local county jail. I will also
have to pay a fine of $500.”
She said a repeated offense within five years will result in a higher fine and longer prison sentence. Despite
the arrest, Lopez Hughes has
a passion to promote peace
and encourage Springfield
residents to understand why
the war must end.
“We’re still paying for
past wars,” said Dominican
Sister Marcelline Koch, a
peace activist. “With this war,
I don’t know how many gen-

erations of our children will and peace rallies. This peace
need to pay for it.”
group is loosely constructed,
The Springfield com- but it goes without saying
munity and local newspapers
are expressing their apprecontinued on page 4
WAR PROTEST
ciation for these war protests

While the Saint Patrick’s Day Parade was in full swing just a
few blocks away, a group protesting the war in Iraq took to
peaceful demonstration on the steps of the Capitol.

Protest raises meaningful point at Y&G
This is my third year in
Y&G, my third year on Newspaper press, and my third
year to experience a war protest for peace.
The protestors have
always been nonviolent and
non-confrontational.
My first year, the protestors were on the Capitol steps
and carrying signs that said
“Bring Our Troops Home,” or
other similar statements.
Last year was more of a
symbolic protest, with standing protestors in their designated spot outside the Capitol, all with shoes.
I asked the organizer
of yesterday’s protest, Pat,

who only gave her first name, was small, they made an imwhat the shoes represented pact.
last year.
While I was standing
“We had inoutside interviewfantry boots and
ing Pat for only ten
military
boots
minutes, a number
that representof cars that passed
ed the soldiers.
honked their horns
Then we had
until they were out
sandals that repof sight, supportresented civilians
ing Pat’s sign that
affected by the
stated “Honk for
Victoria
war,” she said.
Peace.”
Alexander
War is goI asked her
ing on every
The Observer if she was against
year.
the war and the
Editor
Pat insures,
troops fighting for
“As long as war is
it, she assured me
going on, we will be here.”
that that was not the case.
Even though the group
“We are in protest of the

war, which doesn’t mean we
don’t have respect or concern
for troops. We are all here
to try to bear some witness
that using peaceful means of
settling confrontation can be
very, very important. We are
simply celebrating the power
of peacemaking,” said Pat.
I believe these protests
are important and necessary
to remind people that a war
is going on.
The media does not
cover the war or “conflict”
descriptively, causing the
general public to sometimes
forget the crisis our nation is
currently going through.
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Don’t make Exec.
Director Trockman
wait for an elevator
Marissa Collier
Springfield Williamsville

Lobbyists elected a new
Executive Director (EDL),
Aaron Trockman.
Trockman, of B.R. Ryall
Wheaton Warrenville South
is very excited about his new
position as EDL.
Trockman is anticipating “making friends with the
other lobbyists.”
Now that everyone
knows that Trockman is an
elected official, many delegates wonder what he will de
doing all weekend as EDL.
“My main job is to link
the lobbyists to the governor,”
he said.
Throughout the weekend, Trockman will be getting

lobbyists out of committee
for special meetings with the
governor or legislators, helping with special committee
bills, and giving Capitol tours
to the other lobbyists.
Trockman had some influence in his decision to run
for the position.
Former
EDL
Mark
Schmidt
(2005)
attends
school with Trockman and
“told [him] it would be fun.”
Trockman does get
some perks with this new position, and the one enjoys the
most, besides the free book
bag, is “getting out of committees during the day.”
Other lobbyists find
Trockman to be affable.
John Franz, a lobbyist

Executive Director Aaron Trockman, a sophomore from B.R.
Ryall Wheaton Warrenville South, decided to run for the office because of advice from a former Executive Director.
from Heritage Neuqua Valley,
said, “He seems really nice
and is doing well.”
Other lobbyists found
Trockman to be more down
to earth and relaxed than his
opponent, Julianne Camacho.
Lobbyist Chelsea Nichols of Springfield Williamsville

voted for him because “he
seemed more professional
than [Camacho].”
So far, of all of his duties
and responsibilities as EDL,
Trockman has only had one
bothersome situation.
He becomes distressed
when “waiting for the elevators [at the Crowne Plaza].”

Bill group wants to offer hydrogen fuel as an alternative to gas
Elena Holler
Springfield Williamsville

With gas prices rising
each and every day, delegates are very aware of the
price of gas.
Average gas prices from
different areas around Illinois
are quite similar, all within
fourteen cents of one another.
In central Illinois, the
average price for regular unleaded fuel is around $3.35.
Network Carl Sandburg delegates believe fuel is

around $3.18 in the southern
suburbs, while Jefferson City
Mt. Vernon delegates reported an average of $3.26.
Delegates from around
Cook County reported quite a
range, with the highest average at $3.40 and the lowest
at $3.26, which was specifically reported by delegates
from B.R. Ryall Wheaton Warrenville South.
With these prices being
at seemingly ridiculous highs,
delegates are upset.
Both Ben Heffer, a Heri-

The Observer, which is distributed free of charge
to Illinois YMCA Y&G participants, is published four
times annually. Please send letters to the editors to
the press room in the Holiday Inn Express. The advisors/editors reserve the right to edit the letters for
considerations of brevity, clarity, and tastefulness.

tage Batavia representative,
and Jon Gattone, a Heritage
Batavia senator, both are
“frustrated with high gas
prices.”
Because of the prices,
they wrote HB-B-15, a bill
which requires that by the
year 2020, the state of Illinois
must have 150-200 hydrogen
fueling stations for cars.
Hydrogen is one of the
alternatives automakers are
looking at to replace gasoline.
Heffer said, “We hope

Editor

Victoria Alexander

Reporters
Nina Pesch
Elena Holler

to make hydrogen the new
primary energy source for
cars.”
Eric Sulita, a Senate
sponsor for the bill, said,
“This bill would make us an
energy independent nation,
and it would also spark other
states to do the same.”
The bill also offers tax
incentives for the stations
who install these new machines, and state grants will
be given to the towns in
which the new stations are
installed.

Jared Hayward Samantha Pelc
Dylan Woods
Drew Lazar
Advisors
Marissa Collier Adam
Molly Collins MichaelKershaw
Gudwien
Crystal Kang
Jordan Durham
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WAR PROTEST Little sleep and long days delegates get nerves tested at Y&G
continued from page 2

that they keep each other updated about the war.
“[These peace advocates will] have peace rallies and educational events
throughout the year,” said
Joyce Downey, a peace activist. “A chaplain from Iraq
spoke to our group. [The
chaplain] talked about the
basis of peace making in the
Bible and compared different
religious backgrounds about
war and peace.”
Nineteenth Congressional District Green Party nominee Vic Roberts stood on the
steps below the Capitol Building with the determination to
support this peace movement
for the sake of all Americans.
He hoped to open the eyes of
all people to the realities of
the Iraq War.
“The War in Iraq is about
oil and international bankers
getting rich,” said Roberts.
“We are all economic slaves
to them. It’s about preserving
[the U.S.’s] interest in Iraq.
It’s also about preserving the
Federal Reserve note. Think
about how all at once the
[U.S. viewed] Hussein [as] a
villain. [Hussein] started selling his oil for the Euro rather
than the Federal Reserve
note. “
The selling of oil to other national currencies apart
from the Federal Reserve
is detrimental to America’s
economy, said Roberts. Roberts was emphatic about the
deceptive motives behind
Bush’s decision to remain in
Iraq.
The Vigil for Peace will
continue throughout the
week. These peace advocates
welcome anyone who wants
to help get across the message that there is a solution
other than war.

Jordan Durham
Christian County Taylorville

Although delegates in
Y&G focus their attention
on specific issues and getting their jobs accomplished,
there are times when they
tend to lose their train of
thought by certain, annoying
pet peeves.
“They won’t let us use
microphones in the Senate,”
said legislator Brigit O’Keeffe
from Elmhurst York. “They
haven’t opened any table
tops so we can put our books
on it. There’s absolutely no
access to the electronic panel
which many people look forward to.”
Legislator Gillian Losh,
from B.R. Ryall Wheaton Warrenville South, feels that although delegates are here to
create a mock government,
some in the program tend to

take matters a little too far.
“A pet peeve of mine
would be people thinking it’s
a real government and taking
it more seriously than they
should,” said Losh.
Elected officials for the
2008 program also feel as
though some people make
their thoughts known, which
does not set them in a good
light all the time.
“I can’t stand people
bouncing out of their seats
yelling ‘Madame Speaker!
Madame Speaker!’ just to get
attention,” said Wyatt Fertig,
Speaker of the House from
B.R. Ryall Wheaton Warrenville South.
Occasionally delegates
feel as though students involved do not pull all of their
weight or are too set in their
ways.
“People who don’t have

an open mind are my pet
peeve,” said legislator Brittany Reardon, from Springfield Pawnee.
“Efficiency and accuracy is important,” said
Patrick Flannery, a delegate
from Network Morgan Park
Academy, talking about the
video press portion of the
program. “People not doing
their work and not knowing
how, really gets annoying.”
For others involved,
a thing which may get on
their nerves would be going
from building to building.
“The Howlett (Building) is awful because it’s
way far away,” said Secretary of State Nathan Stringer. “It’s a pain delivering
notes when session is in
and the Hall of Flags is too
echoy.”

Popular sub shop tops list of
delegates’ favorite eateries
Jordan Durham
Christian County Taylorville

While at Y&G, many
students look to the local
businesses of downtown
Springfield for lunch and dinner options for the duration
of the weekend.
This year, the undisputed favorite among the delegates is the sub shop, Head
West.
The 2007 Best of Illinois
store is, to many, described as
having a relaxing atmosphere
with good sweet bread.
“It has good food and
the building is very bright
with a good atmosphere,”
said delegate Bridget Curren
of Springfield Williamsville,
“and the Naked juice is really
good.”

With much to choose
“The wings are delicious
from, the sub shop gives a and the service is excellent,”
comfortable feel for those said Stein.
wanting to stay, and for delFor those in Y&G
egates on-thesearching
for
go, the helpful
an
afternoon
service will get
snack,
Coldyou in and out “It’s very laid back stone Creamery
in no time.
has a trendy atand cool, which
“ H e a d
mosphere with
makes it good too.” what many deWest has a
great environscribe as havment,” said lobing the best
byist Laura Lenice cream in
hart of Springfield Pawnee.
Springfield.
“It’s very laid back and
“I love Cold Stone
cool, which makes it good (Creamery) because it’s like
too,” said Lenhart.
an ice cream factory,” said
If delegates are looking bill flow clerk, Emily Raab of
for a trip to the west side, leg- Christian County Taylorville.
islator Cody Stein of Elmhurst
“It’s basically anything
York recommends Hooters you could ever want in ice
Bar and Grill.
cream and more,” Raab.
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Minorities
in Y&G
continued from page 2

D’Orazio.
When asked if she believes that times are changing and that the younger
generation is more tolerable,
D’Orazio responded, “Students are open to the best
candidate for the position. It
does not matter what race,
ethnicity, or gender they are.
‘Minorities’ have been wellrepresented with candidates
of positions and office holders.”
Former youth governor
Justin Cajindos, of Philippine descent, agreed with
D’Orazio, but he offered some
insight as to why there have
been many more white, male
governors over the years.
“I think [the reason minorities do not run as much]
is because that is the way
it’s been for so long. African-Americans and other
minorities have not had the
opportunity to play a role in
the leadership process,” said
Cajindos.
Charleston further explained the issue of minorities
in government.
“The [Civil Rights Acts]
of the 1950s and 1960s made
it legal for minorities to pursue [political offices], but at
the same time, just because
it is legally just does not
mean it is socially just,” said
the current youth governor.
Nonetheless, according
to past officers, Y&G seems
to care less about gender,
race, or ethnicity and care
more about the candidates
themselves in deciding who
their next leader will be.

The Observer

What makes
good fashion at
the businessoriented Y&G?
Nina Pesch
Springfield Williamsville

While fashion isn’t supposed to be a big concern
at Y&G as long as delegates
follow dress regulations, they
definitely pay attention to
what others are wearing.
This year, delegates
have noticed both good fashion expressions and bad, but
not all agree on what constitutes either end of the spectrum.
Darci Sample, a legislator from Springfield Williamsville, has seen several
trends she likes, including
pencil skirts, pointy heels,
“really cute ballet flats, and
those black dresses with cardigans.”
Sample also pointed out
a few mistakes she has witnessed delegates make, such
as skirts down to ankles, flats
with panty hose, and clothes
not matching.
Legislator
Jonathan
Crane of Jefferson County Elverado believes he is the best
representation of good style
at this General Assembly, a
simple suit..
On the other hand, Andrew Croessman, a legislator
of Jefferson County DuQuoin,
has a different idea of what
exemplifies first-rate fashion.
Croessman dislikes boring business clothing sported
by the majority of delegates.
He prefers the wild
wardrobe of Dan Essig, recently elected Lieutenant
Governor from Heritage Naperville North, who can be
seen anywhere in his purple
suit.

5

Youth Gov. Cortney Charleston
enjoying first
day on the job
Samantha Pelc
Springfield Williamsville

When thinking of a
governor, one might think
of someone being very stiff
and proper, sort of like Calvin Coolidge, but that is not
the case with this year’s Y&G
governor, Cortney Charleston,
from Heritage Neuqua Valley.
Charleston simply said,
“I’m feeling pretty good today.”
The modest and very
professional governor explained that he’s “still kind of
nervous to go into the chamber. I haven’t gotten used to
the clapping or the whole ‘Mr.
Governor’ thing. I’m definitely
still adjusting.”
Campaigning for an office, especially one as high
profile as the governor, would
be seen as a very stressful time for many, but not
Charleston.
“I really haven’t been
stressed. I’m a laid back person. I really didn’t have my
nerves kick in until they were
announcing the results. My
heart started skipping then,”
he said.
Charleston also said that
one of his former competitors
is now working with him.
“Bryce Jones is in here
helping me get information
on bills,” he said.
As far as his policies,
Charleston said there won’t
be much change.

“I ran on my own policies and I don’t think there
would have been any point if
I used [my components]. I’m
going to just keep using my
own ideas and it seems to be
working out well so far,” said
the youth governor.
Besides talking about
his campaigning, he also discussed some of the controversial bills being debated at
Y&G.
Charleston said that he
was already asked about the
prostitution bill, but he hasn’t
made any decisions yet.
“I think I could vote either way. I just do not have
enough facts [on the matter]
yet,” he said.
The governor isn’t all
about work, though. Charleston is having fun and enjoying his suite during Y&G.
“[My suite] is so awesome! I’m definitely going
to figure out the Jacuzzi tub.
I have two TVs in the room
and there’s a lounge area. It’s
pretty nice.”
But Charleston won’t be
lounging in his room tonight
because of “Mandatory Fun
Night.”
“I’ll be out there with
everybody else having fun
throughout the night.”
And as for the tradition
of the youth governor wearing his bathrobe to Mandatory
Fun Night, Charleston stated,
“I’m not sure yet. It seems a
little risky to me.”
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Committee Chairs set tone for legislator debate
Elena Holler
Springfield Williamsville

For many legislators,
the issues of how strict their
committee chair will be is
always much anticipated by
legislators.
Committee chairs are
the elected ones who keep
everything in order and lead
the committee meetings
throughout the weekend.
This year the committee chairs got mixed results.
Katie Hearne, a repre-

sentative from Network Stagg
said, “Our committee chair
had a good balance of strict
and humor, and it helped get
stuff done”.
On the contrary, Jonathon Crane, a senator from
Jefferson County Elverado
said that his committee chair
“had no sense of humor and
was very drone”.
Madame
President
Jordee Justice from Jefferson County DuQuoin received
glowing reviews from those in

her committee.
They believed that she
had the best balance as a
committee chair and was also
the best choice for Senate
President.
When asked about parliamentary procedure during
the legislative sessions, most
delegates seemed to see
some uniqueness in the way
the order is kept.
Kelsey Smith, a representative from Springfield
Williamsville said, “My room

Purple Lt.
Governor Dan
Essig is hard
at work
1 in 4 teenage girls with STD, stat says

STD statistic raises concern among delegates
Samantha Pelc
Springfield Williamsville

A bill raising many questions this year is HB-O-02,
which mandates the teaching of sex education in high
schools..
During committee, it
was said during debate that 1
in 4 teenage girls in the United States have an STD.
To many, this statistic
may seem unreal.
“[We] were watching
[the committee] from the gallery and I heard [the statistic]
wasn’t strictly about Illinois.
This makes me not sure if
it’s really that realistic,” said
Grace Koleczek, a legislator
from Network Andrew.
Because
the
topic
doesn’t get openly talked
about, sometimes true views
are hidden.
Emily Ellert, a lobbyist
from Elmhurst York, explained
that she “[has] never known
a person with an STD.”
Other female delegates
disagree though.
“I think [the statistic]
is realistic because we don’t

have a society where we can
regulate relationships like
that, but we should start to
do something about it, such
as the bill proposes,” stated
Paige Davenport, a Springfield Williamsville attorney.
Emma
Keldsen,
an
Elmhurst
York
legislator,
agrees with Davenport.
“[The statistic] is realistic and true and that’s why
education is needed. People
don’t realize this because
others are not going to say
[they have an STD].”
There are other situations that might lead to the
high statistic also.
“Education and location are factors, but culture
and society are too,” stated a
Heritage Neuqua Valley legislator, Nicole Su.
The statistic may seem
outrageous to most, but when
thought about, more realistic
than first considered.
“Even though I don’t
know anybody with an STD, I
know that people my age are
sexually active,” remarked
Ellert after talking about the
topic for several minutes.

Dylan Woods
Springfield Williamsville

is a joke. We are very informal, but it seems to make the
process easier”.
Andrea Schultz, another
representative from Springfield Williamsville said that her
room voted to change “I”s to
“Boo Yah”s and “Naye”s to “O
no you didn’t!”
Finally, Will Carera, a
representative from Heritage
Neuqua Valley said, “There
are a lot of amendments being made, [which tends to
slow things down.”

MOST
DELEGATES
UNAFFECTED
BY RECENT
WRITERS’
STRIKE

“The Full Figured Man,”
also known as Dan Essig,
is from Heritage Naperville
North and is the newly elected Lieutenant Governor.
Some people viewed
him as a jokester who was
not serious enough to get
elected.
Others thought that he
came on too strong in his
speech on Friday.
However, there is more
to the man than his purple
suit, which, by the way, was
custom made especially for
his campaign.
On Friday Dan managed
to pull through and defeat Byron Nelson for the office of Lt.
Governor. The race was tight,
with only 35 votes separating
the candidates.
As Essig took office,
there was still some uncertainty, as people were unsure
if he would take the position
seriously because of his cavalier attitude.
After spending some
time with Essig today, it turns

It appears to be common
knowledge that teenagers really like to watch TV, which
would mean that the halt put
on new television programs
as result of the recent writers’ strike would dramatically
affect those in Y&G.
However, the strike,
which ended just over a
month ago, did not seem to
affect many people who are
attending this year’s General
Assembly.
For one, approximately
three out of four of the people interviewed said that the
strike did not affect them or
their daily television routine.
Although the majority of
people were not affected by
walkout, the other fourth felt
that the strike was more than
just an inconvenience.
Jackie Ostrov, a representative Lake County Stevenson, said, “I became really depressed and didn’t know
what to do at 9 p.m., when
Desperate Housewives was

continued on page 7
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

continued on page 8
WATCHING TV

Drew Lazar
Springfield Williamsville
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All forms of
campaign tactics
were on display
Friday
Molly Collins
Elmhurst Lake Park

Candy, beaded necklaces,
and stickers filled Plazas G, H,
and I, Friday afternoon. The
candidates tried everything under the sun to earn the votes
that would push them ahead in
the polls. Do the tactics really
work though?
Exit polls have determined
that campaign techniques were
only effective some of the time.
However, the most effective use
was exhibited in the race for lieutenant governor. Most voters remembered Dan Essig as the “Full
Figured Man” in the purple suit.
He also appealed to some voters
with his comedic speeches.
“It’s alright,” said legislator
James Passarelli of Network Carl
Sandburg. “A lot of people try to
use comedy now. There are not
enough people acting serious.”
Other appealing campaigns
took form with unforgettable slogans such as, “I like Mike,” “Respect,” and “A vote for Bryan is a
vote for Justice.”
The variety of candy
thrown out to voters made it
appear as if a parade had been
routed through the Crowne Plaza
Hotel. Pixie sticks, Jolly Ranchers, and Blow-Pops kept Y&G
members visiting each one of
the candidate’s tables more than
once. Some candidates even resorted to supplying free pizza for
the voters who were still hungry
after lunch. Another popular
table had a karaoke machine to
draw attention to the campaign.
Campaign techniques tend
to show up the most in candidate
speeches, however. Some turn
to comedy to make themselves
memorable, while others rely on
their honesty and experience to
earn them votes.
“Comedy seems to take
precedence over experience,”
said attorney James Harrison
from Elmhurst Lake Park. “Political campaign styles are full of
candy, bright colors, and obnoxious humor.”
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Y&G assembly, governor legalize same-sex marriages
Molly Collins
Elmhurst Lake Park

The wait was worth it
for homosexual couples in
the state of Illinois yesterday. Youth Governor Cortney
Charleston signed SB-G-25 into
law, which made it legal for homosexual couples to obtain a
marriage license.
The bill calls for homosexual couples that choose to
be married to have the same
rights and privileges as heterosexual couples within the
boundaries of the state of Illinois. Charleston commented
on his Christian beliefs.
“I am a Baptist who
goes to church every Sunday,”
said Charleston. “I believe all
groups should be given equal
rights because it is guaranteed
under the Constitution. It is
not for us to judge.”
The governor has his own
personal definition of marriage.
He believes marriage should be
“between a man and a woman,” but a civil union should be
allowed for “legal purposes.”
There was some controversy because of Charleston’s
decision to wait to release his
decision on the bill.
“I wanted to explain
why I signed this bill before I
released it,” said Charleston.
“This is a controversial issue so
I wanted everybody to know
my reasoning.”
The House and Senate both passed the bill fairly
quickly, yet Charleston still
waited almost an hour before
letting his signing of the bill be
announced. The bill group’s
Senate sponsor expressed her
frustration over the wait.
“I wish I would’ve known
beforehand why he wasn’t releasing his decision,” said Ciara Nally from Elmhurst Lake
Park. “He told us it was so he
wouldn’t cause a scandal. We
didn’t know it was because of
personal beliefs. He wasn’t
willing to release the people’s
opinion so it wouldn’t hurt his
image.”
After the press interview,
Charleston immediately released the bill with his signa-

ture on the dotted line.
“I do appreciate that he
passed our bill, obviously,” said
Nally. “I just wish it didn’t take
such discussion and debate in
order to get it passed. I wish
he would’ve listened more to
the Senate and the House.”
There is another bill dealing with homosexual marriage,

HB-B-23, which was still being
debated at the time this article
was written. Charleston voiced
how he would deal with this bill
as well.
“It would be contradictory if I didn’t sign others like this
one,” said Charleston. “The
campaign was about respect so
that is what I’m here to do.”

Lieutenant Governor Dan Essig gives information about a special committee bill during a hearing in the lobbyist room at the Capitol. Working
with committees is one of the many jobs of Lt. Governors.

lieutenant governor
continued from page 6

out that those speculations
are wrong.
Essig is dedicated to the
job.
The majority of delegates in Y&G think that Lt.
Governor has very few responsibilities.
Actually, Essig is constantly busy with his work.
For one, he is in charge
of all the committee chairpersons, and he also helps direct
the lobbyists. Also,
Essig performs duties
for the youth governor while
he is away.
His duties aside, Essig is
also a fun guy to be around.
Even with his packed

schedule, he fines time to
joke and dance around the
Governor’s Office.
Due to the many important jobs of the Lt. Governor,
he does not do it all alone.
He and Youth Governor
Cortney Charleston combined
their cabinets so that they
can all help each other. Elizabeth Behrens, a page from
B.R. Ryall Wheaton Warrenville South, is Essig’s executive page.
Essentially, she is Essig’s
secretary.
In regards to Essig’s office, she said, “We all work
hard to keep things running
smoothly.”
Dan Essig described his
cabinet simply as “one big
happy family.”
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Network Homewood
Flossmoor group wants
to limit students access
to trans-fats in schools

Still others were forced
to find alternatives to television to fill their time.
Luke Nally, a bill flow
continued from page 6
clerk from Elmhurst Lake
not on. It was a sad point in Park, found himself with
my life.”
nothing to do.
Jonathan Crane, a sen“It gave me more time
ator from Jefferson County to do other needless stuff,”
Elverado, agreed completely Nally said.
with Ostrov.
Crystal Kang
Now that the writers’
Elmhurst Lake Park
“I watched the same strike is over, Nally can fill
episode of Ellen for 2 months, his time with more important
It’s no surprise that
or however long that strike things, like watching his fa- school lunches across the nalasted,” says Crane.
vorite television shows.
tion have relied on trans-fat
as their source of nutrients,
or the lack thereof.
A bill group wants
compiled by Marissa Collier, Springfield Williamsville
delegates to imagine the
Emily Dubicki
amount of synthetic chemiYMCA: New City
cals that comprise the bulk
School: Lincoln Park
of students’ diet based on the
Hometown: Chicago
lack of cafeteria selections.
Age: 17
This bill group from Network
Movie that describes
Homewood Flossmoor was
my life: Finding Nemo
concerned about limiting the
Five words that describe me: Bubbly, Outgoing, Patient, Startrans-fat in school food to no
bucks, Left-Handed
more than one gram.
I couldn’t live without my: Phone
So far, this bill received
Three things I would bring to a deserted island: Sunscreen,
first priority in committee, and
Swimsuit, Water
the House of Representatives
My favorite band and song: Modest Mouse- Fire It Up
passed it on Saturday. When
My dream job: Being an educator at Shedd Aquarium
The Observer went to press,
I love my siblings but: He is taller than me
the bill group was waiting for
What I don’t like about my home town is: The traffic
the passage of the bill in the
The thing I like most about Y&G is: Being in committee
The thing I like least about Y&G is: Waking up to drive down
Senate and the governor’s
to Springfield
signature.
“Trans-fats are manGideon Litherland
made, and they’re primarily
YMCA: Heritage
used to extend the shelf life
School: Neuqua Valley
of products,” said Network
Hometown: Naperville
Homewood Flossmoor sponAge: 18
sor Anna Celander. “They’re
linked to heart disease, diaMovie that describes my
betes, and cancer. A study
life: Little Miss Sunshine
on rats showed that the hipFive words that describe me: Hardworking, Dominant, Alphapocampus, which [temporarMale, Funny, and Awkward
I couldn’t live without my: Anna Celamder
ily] stores memory, was damThree things I would bring to a deserted island:
aged by trans-fat.”
My cell phone, The Shepard’s Dog (CD) by Iron and Wine, and
Network Stagg delegate
a case of bottled water
Samantha Thompson fully
My favorite band and song: Iron and Wine- Naked As We
supported Celander’s bill. She
Came
said this bill is especially imWhat is your dream job: Owning my own restaurant
perative to vegetarians.
I love my siblings but: No comment :)
“I voted this bill first priWhat I don’t like about my home town is: The lack of Chickority,”
said Thompson. “It’s by
Fil-A’s
far one of the better bills on
The thing I like most about Y&G:
the docket. I’m a vegan, so
All of the people. I’ve met some amazing people within the
past twenty-four hours that I hope our friendships will continue
I really don’t condone transeven after Y&G.
fat.”
The thing I like least about Y&G: My over-cooked Lean Cuisine
In 2003, the Food and
Lasagna.

Drug Administration required
all foods in grocery stores to
be labeled with the amount of
trans-fat that they contained.
According to Celander,
New York was the first state
to respond to the movement
by limiting the usage of transfat in foods.
Celander feels these are
both progressive measures
that will aggrandize healthier
school lunch selections with
the support of concerned students and health advocates.
Students can voice their
support of healthier food
choices in school cafeterias
by simply boycotting its products until the government
takes a stand.
“Not only does this
bill encourage healthy eating habits throughout public
schools, but it also encourages students to purchase
their lunches at school,” said
Gideon Litherland, a Heritage
Neuqua Valley delegate. “Normally, I don’t purchase lunch
at school because I know
the amount of trans-fat and
calories in the school lunches
are unhealthy. If [the government were to require schools
to] change [the excess usage
of trans-fat], people like me
would be more susceptible to
buying lunches at school.”
An overwhelming majority of the delegates supported
this bill and even suggested
that their schools should get
healthier food choices now.
“Right now, our school
doesn’t have many [food]
options,” said Josh Louk, a
Heritage Geneva delegate.
“All I can eat at school that’s
healthy is a sandwich, and
it’s not always something I
[want] everyday.”

